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Abstract

We analyze the effect of changes in climate policies in the framework of a two-

region partial equilibrium model of resource extraction. The regions are heteroge-

neous in various aspects, such as in their climate policies and their resource ex-

traction costs. A Green Paradox can occur only for extreme parameter values as

a consequence of a unilateral rise in carbon taxation. An increase in one region’s

backstop subsidy always results in a Green Paradox. The analysis of the welfare ef-

fects of policy changes indicates that the regions have incentives to introduce climate

policies even in the case they do not care about green welfare.

We calibrate the model, distinguishing between a ‘climate coalition’ consisting of

the OECD countries, India and China, and a coalition of OPEC countries in order

to assess the welfare and climate consequences of policy changes, and try to answer

the question whether unilateral climate action is desirable from each coalition’s and

a global environmental point of view. We find that, even in the case of no green

welfare concerns, the climate coalition has an incentive to unilaterally introduce

climate policies which result in higher welfare for the climate coalition, and, also

in the case of carbon taxation, in a significant reduction of climate costs. Yet, a

first-best global carbon taxation scheme is improbable as climate policies have an

adverse effect on OPEC’s welfare.
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1 Introduction

Global carbon emissions are to a major part due to the combustion of fossil fuels. Policies

directed at reducing carbon emissions affect not only the demand or consumer side of the

market for fossil fuels, but directly or indirectly also the energy producers. A branch of the

literature deals with the supply side responses to climate policies, paying attention to the

fact that carbon resources are non-renewable. A prominent issue in this literature is the

so called “Green Paradox”, a term coined by Sinn (2008). The hypothesis is that climate

policies designed to decrease carbon emissions actually have a converse effect overall or

in the short run. The underlying idea is that a subsidy on renewables or a fast increas-

ing carbon tax can be considered by resource owners as a threat of future expropriation,

which provides them with an incentive to extract in greater amounts in earlier periods of

time. The Green Paradox phenomenon is so far mainly analyzed in the context of a single

jurisdiction. Such an approach neglects the potential interaction between countries that

have different climate policies and that may interact strategically. It is the objective of the

present paper to investigate the occurrence of Green Paradoxes in a two-region setting.

We analytically and numerically assess Green Paradox effects of climate policies with the

aid of a model that is also calibrated in order to evaluate the outcomes of unilateral cli-

mate policies in the real world and the chances of implementing these policies in the first

place. Hence, we address the question whether coalitions of countries have (non-green)

incentives to implement these policies.

Gerlagh (2011) makes a useful distinction between weak and strong Green Paradoxes. In

the weak version, climate policies have the adverse effect of initially increasing emissions,

though cumulative emissions might be reduced. The strong Green Paradox occurs when

the total climate costs also increase. Both have a welfare connotation since in the weak

case short run damages increase, whereas in the strong version total discounted damages

rise. In the present paper, however, we apply a broader welfare concept by evaluating

the change in total consumer and producer surplus. In order to position our work we

give a brief and selective survey of the literature. More comprehensive surveys can be

found in van der Werf and DiMaria (2012) and van der Ploeg and Withagen (2013). To

describe the behaviour of a mining firm we need an intertemporal framework, because the

decisions are dynamic in nature: what is extracted today cannot be extracted tomorrow.

In a competitive market for fossil fuel Hotelling’s rule says that the net price, consisting of

the market price minus the carbon tax minus the marginal extraction cost, must increase

at a rate equal to the interest rate. Moreover, with perfect substitutability between energy

from fossil fuel and renewables, the market price of renewables puts an upper bound on

the market price of fossil fuel. Hence, the expectations with regard to future taxes on
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fossil fuel and subsidies for renewables play an important role.

This is illustrated in an early contribution by Long and Sinn (1985) who show, for

example, that in the absence of renewables, a tax rate that increases at a rate equal to

the interest rate does not change the extraction path. Grafton, Kompas, and Van Long

(2012) identify two effects of a permanent ad valorem subsidy on renewables (biofuels).

First, the supply function of biofuel rotates clockwise which entails, for each given price, a

decrease in fossil fuel demand. Second, exhaustibility of fossil fuel implies that the initial

energy price must fall, which enhances oil supply in case of constant marginal extraction

costs. Yet, the sign of the effect on initial emissions is ambiguous. The authors identify

parameter values and functional forms for the supply and demand functions for which

a Green Paradox occurs. With a constant marginal cost of renewables and a constant

marginal extraction cost van der Ploeg and Withagen (2012) find that exhaustion will

take place earlier. Following Gerlagh (2011) they also discuss the potential strong Green

Paradox and total welfare effects of a subsidy per unit of renewables.

Most of the literature assesses the Green Paradox effect in a single economy only.

This implies that the authors implicitly analyze a world of homogeneous countries hav-

ing homogeneous (climate) policies. Yet, these assumptions are clearly oversimplifying.

In reality, policies such as carbon taxation and subsidies on backstop technologies are

subject to governmental discretion and political calculus and often seem arbitrary from

global perspective. Hoel (2011) addresses this point. He assesses the effect of different

climate policies in a world that consists of more than one country and in which countries

are possibly heterogeneous. He finds that with country heterogeneity, the effects on the

emission paths of changes in climate policies might be very different from those found for

a world of identical countries. Yet, Hoel’s framework does not give the countries scope

for possible strategic behavior as the countries are completely alike in all characteristics

other than their climate policies. It is our aim to allow for such behaviour. Moreover,

we introduce other forms of heterogeneity, including differences in extraction costs, and

differences in production costs of renewables, which are assumed to be non-tradables.

Fischer and Salant (2013) also make the amendment of heterogeneous extraction costs.

They strive to analyze the effects of different climate policies in a regulated region (as op-

posed to an unregulated region with no climate policies) on cumulative carbon emissions,

accounting for both intertemporal and spatial carbon leakage. In their setting they find

conditions for the occurrence of negative leakage. However, they do not examine the wel-

fare consequences of climate policies and hence they do not research the regions’ incentives

to install climate policies.

In our paper, we focus primarily on the occurrence of the Green Paradox as a con-

sequence of a change in the emissions path. Cumulative emissions are fixed by the fact

that we only consider equilibria where both non-renewable resources are fully exhausted,
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implying that all carbon that was in the crust of the earth initially will eventually end

up in the atmosphere. The differing resource extraction costs affect the consumer price

of the resource and hence the switching time to the more expensive backstop technology.

The presence of spatially separated heterogeneous resource pools alters global trade and

therefore extraction patterns. Hence, the effects of climate policies are different in a set-

ting with multiple regions and extraction costs, and eventually result in different Green

Paradox outcomes than in the homogeneous case without extraction costs. Moreover, the

regions’ welfare levels are affected by extraction costs and the terms-of-trade effects arising

as the regions supply the non-renewable resource to the global market at different times.

This introduces a strategic element to the setting of climate policies. Consequently, gov-

ernments would have an incentive to use ‘climate’ policies for other than climate purposes,

enhancing positive terms-of-trade effects. Carbon taxes, for instance, might not be levied

in order to improve green welfare, but to suppress demand for expensive non-renewable

resource imports. A similar reasoning applies to a region deciding to subsidize backstop

technology: it might want to shorten its costly non-renewable resource dependence or it

might find it more lucrative to export its non-renewable resource while switching earlier

to renewables itself.

The questions we seek to answer are: How do different extraction costs affect the

equilibrium extraction when homogeneous policies are in place? How do heterogeneous

policies or the change in policies affect the extraction path? To answer these questions

we give numerical examples for a full solution of the model, after obtaining analytical

results of the direction of change of our Green Paradox variables of interest, and discuss

the occurrence of the Green Paradox. Which are the required policy movements to attain

or to come closer to the first best solution (if we account for environmental damage)? How

do the optimal polcies change if one or both regions have green welfare concerns? We find

that a backstop subsidy in one region always results in a Green Paradox outcome, whereas

a carbon tax does not, but in special cases. Supposing that a first-best global carbon tax

is not possible as one region does not display climate concerns, the other region might still

introduce unilateral climate policies. Analyzing the regions’ (green) welfare changes as a

consequence of climate policies we discover that the regions might have an incentive to use

climate policies for non-climate purposes, i.e. without accounting for climate costs. This

question opens further research possibilities in a game-theoretic framework where we want

to answer the question whether the regions have incentives to use their ‘climate policies’

strategically. Our calibration exercise verifies that the green and non-green incentives to

introduce climate policies can be substantial.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: We give a brief overview over the

model’s setup in Section 2.1, before deriving the first-best in Section 2.2 and contrast our

findings with the market equilibrium outcome in Section 2.3 . In Section 2.4 we introduce
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exogenous climate policies and conduct the main analysis of the changes in carbon taxation

and backstop subsidy on the resource usage and resource price paths. We comment on

endogenous policies and welfare effects of climate policy changes in Section 2.5. The model

is calibrated in Section 3, and welfare effects of policy changes are discussed as deviations

of the calibrated benchmark case. We summarize our findings and conclude in Section 4.

2 Model

2.1 Preliminary Model Description

We ask the question how climate policies on the regional level affect the global path of

carbon emissions. In order to assess the effects of domestic climate policies on the global

non-renewable resource market, we account for heterogeneity in policies and extraction

sites in a multi-region setting.

For simplicity, we employ a two-region partial equilibrium model of resource extraction;

one of the regions is called home, the other is called foreign. The two regions cover the

entire world. Variables pertaining to foreign are denoted by asterisks. Both regions are in

the possession of a stock of fossil fuel. The fossil fuels extracted are homogeneous energy

bearers and serve directly as consumption good. However, the fossil fuels differ in two

respects. One of them is more expensive to extract and one of them is more polluting.

We will make specific assumptions on this in due course. Further sources of heterogeneity

encompass the regions’ climate policies and the amount of the non-renewable resource

stock.

We assume constant marginal extraction costs. This is a simplification with non-

negligible consequences: in this framework, unlike in Fischer and Salant (2013), the whole

non-renewable resource stock will be exhausted.1 What matters for the climate effects

is solely the resource usage path. As our primary focus is to analyze the effects of a

policy change in one region on both regions and hence on the global climate, the constant

marginal cost assumption is sufficient to elucidate the basic mechanisms at work. The real-

world trend of extraction costs which are increasing with the amount of total previously

extracted resources (IEA, 2008) is partly captured by the presence of heterogeneity in

constant marginal extraction costs between the regions.

The initial stock of fossil fuel in the home region is denoted by X0. Global consumption

of this fuel is composed of consumption at home, xc, and foreign consumption, x∗c . The

constant marginal extraction cost is cx. Since the two regions cover the entire earth and

1 Our assumption of systematically differing extraction costs also relates to models of imperfect com-
petition such as the cartel vs. fringe models (Salant, 1976; Benchekroun, Halsema, and Withagen, 2009),
where the cartel faces typically lower extraction costs than the fringe. However, we disregard the issue of
imperfect competition in this paper.
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in the absence of storage total extraction of this type of fossil equals xc + x∗c . For the

foreign region the stock is Y ∗0 , home consumption is yc, foreign consumption is y∗c , with

a constant marginal extraction cost c∗y. Energy is also provided by a backstop technology

that is not hampered by stock limitations. Production and consumption of the backstop,

or renewables, is denoted by zc for the home region and z∗c for the foreign region. The

production technology for renewables is purely local due to, for example, the differentiated

availability of solar radiation and wind. Hence, the constant marginal production costs

are b and b∗, and energy from the backstop technology is used only locally, which stands in

contrast to the global renewables market of Fischer and Salant (2013). The assumption of

constant marginal backstop production costs is a simplification since production costs of

renewable resources have been and still are declining.2 Yet, it is useful in order to get full

exhaustion and the scarcity rent of the high-cost resource not to be zero. Whereas Fischer

and Salant (2013) consider exogenously declining backstop costs and focus on cumulative

emissions neglecting intra-temporal leakage, we highlight the importance of the (regional)

emissions paths for climate costs and the role of climate policies in determining these

paths, influencing scarcity rents and regional resource demands.

Utility from consumption is represented by utility functions U and U∗ that are con-

tinuously differentiable and concave. Consumption of energy leads to CO2 emissions that

are propositional to the use of energy. Per unit of energy from the home (foreign) fossil

fuel this emission factor equals ψ (ψ∗). Climate costs at time t are an increasing function

of the stock of carbon in the atmosphere above the pre-industrial level. We draw upon

scientific knowledge (Archer, 2005) and model the carbon stock in the following way: a

share α of total emissions stays in the atmosphere forever as the stock S1, whereas part

(1−α) adds to a transient stock S2 with a constant rate of decay δ. The damage function

for the home (foreign) region, C(S1 + S2) (C∗(S1 + S2)), depends on the sum of stocks of

CO2.

The regions have two climate policy measures at hand: a carbon tax levied on the

consumption side of the non-renewable resource, and a backstop subsidy which lowers the

backstop production cost. Both, the carbon tax and the subsidy, determine the compet-

itiveness of the (non-) renewable resources and thus the resource usage of the regions.

The enforcement of these climate policies in both regions and their interplay are of major

importance for the regions’ welfare and play a key role regarding the possible occurrence

of a Green Paradox.

In the following subsections we discuss the first-best solution to the model, we derive

the market equilibrium, introduce exogenous and endogenous climate policies into the

2 Much of the literature employs backstop costs declining in time (Gerlagh, 2011; Fischer and Salant,
2013). We assume constant backstop costs which does not preclude the possibility of decreasing production
costs of the renewable resource once the switch occurred and the backstop technology is used.
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model and analyze the effects of unilateral climate policy changes.

2.2 First-best

We first characterize the first-best optimum. This is found by maximizing the unweighted

sum of the total welfare of both regions using a common rate of pure time preference

and taking into account the constraints imposed by the limited stocks of fossil fuels and

the accumulation of CO2 in the atmosphere. In mathematical terms, the problem is to

maximize

W =

∫ ∞
0

e−ρt{U(xc + yc + zc) + U∗(x∗c + y∗c + z∗c ) (1)

− cx(xc + x∗c)− c∗y(yc + y∗c )− bzc − b∗z∗c − C(S1 + S2)− C∗(S1 + S2)}dt

subject to

Ẋ = −(xc + x∗c), X(0) = X0, given (2)

Ẏ ∗ = −(yc + y∗c ), Y
∗(0) = Y ∗0 , given (3)

Ṡ1 = α[ψ(xc + x∗c) + ψ∗(yc + y∗c )], S1(0) = S10, given (4)

Ṡ2 = (1− α)[ψ(xc + x∗c) + ψ∗(yc + y∗c )]− δS2, S2(0) = S20, given (5)

and subject to the usual non-negativity constraints on energy use and fossil fuel stocks.

We omit the time arguments where there is no danger of confusion. The Lagrangian reads

L = e−ρt{U(xc + yc + zc)− cx(xc + x∗c)− bzc − C(S1 + S2)

+ U∗(x∗c + y∗c + z∗c )− c∗y(yc + y∗c )− b∗z∗c − C∗(S1 + S2)}
+ λx (−xc − x∗c) + µ1α (ψ(xc + x∗c) + ψ∗(yc + y∗c ))

+ λ∗y (−yc − y∗c ) + µ2(1− α) (ψ(xc + x∗c) + ψ∗(yc + y∗c )− δS2)

Necessary conditions are:
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e−ρt{U ′(xc + yc + zc)− cx} − λx + µ1αψ + µ2(1− α)ψ ≤ 0, xc ≥ 0, c.s. (6)

e−ρt{U ∗′(x∗c + y∗c + z∗c )− cx} − λx + µ1αψ + µ2(1− α)ψ ≤ 0, x∗c ≥ 0, c.s. (7)

e−ρt{U ′(xc + yc + zc)− c∗y} − λ∗y + µ1αψ
∗ + µ2(1− α)ψ∗ ≤ 0, yc ≥ 0, c.s (8)

e−ρt{U∗′(x∗c + y∗c + z∗c )− c∗y} − λ∗y + µ1αψ
∗ + µ2(1− α)ψ∗ ≤ 0, y∗c ≥ 0, c.s (9)

e−ρt{U ′(xc + yc + zc)− b} ≤ 0, zc ≥ 0, c.s. (10)

e−ρt{U∗′(x∗c + y∗c + z∗c )− b∗} ≤ 0, z∗c ≥ 0, c.s. (11)

−µ̇1 = −e−ρt[C ′(S1 + S2) + C∗′(S1 + S2)] (12)

−µ̇2 = −e−ρt[C ′(S1 + S2) + C∗′(S1 + S2)]− δµ2 (13)

−λ̇x = 0 (14)

−λ̇∗y = 0 (15)

lim
t→∞

µ1(t)S1(t) + µ2(t)S2(t) + λx(t)X(t) + λ∗y(t)Y
∗(t) = 0 (16)

Here c.s. stands for complementary slackness. The interpretation of these conditions

is straightforward. Consider, for example, equation (6). Suppose the home country is

actually consuming some of its own fossil fuel at the instant of time t: xc(t) > 0. Equation

(6) then says that discounted marginal benefits equal discounted marginal cost. To see

this, let us solve for the multipliers of the transient and permanent carbon stocks.

The general solution for (12) is

µ1(t) =

∫ t

0

e−ρs[C ′(S1 + S2) + C∗′(S1 + S2)]ds+ µ10.

From the transversality condition in equation (16), we arrive at the following expression

for the multiplier:

− µ1(t) =

∫ ∞
t

e−ρs (C ′(S1 + S2) + C∗′(S1 + S2)) ds. (17)

The solution for µ2(t) is

− µ2(t) = eδt
∫ ∞
t

e−(ρ+δ)s (C ′(S1 + S2) + C∗′(S1 + S2)) ds. (18)

Whereas −µ1(t) in equation (17) denotes the total discounted marginal damage from a

higher permanent CO2 stock, −µ2(t) in equation (18) is the total discounted marginal

damage from a higher transient CO2 stock. Using this in (6) we get
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U ′(xc + yc + zc) = cx + eρtλx + αψ

∫ ∞
t

e−ρs (C ′(S1 + S2) + C∗′(S1 + S2)) ds

+ (1− α)ψeδt
∫ ∞
t

e−(ρ+δ)s (C ′(S1 + S2) + C∗′(S1 + S2)) ds if xc > 0

This signifies that the home region’s marginal utility equals its marginal cost, consisting

of four parts: the marginal extraction cost cx, the current value of the fossil fuel stock

eρtλx (Hotelling’s rule: extraction today goes at the cost of future extraction), the total

marginal damage resulting from the increase in the permanent CO2 stock, and, finally, the

total marginal damage from the increase in the transient CO2 stock. The interpretation

of the other necessary conditions is similar.

The implementation of the social optimum in a decentralized economy requires two

different taxes that are uniform across the two regions. One tax on the use of fossil fuel

extracted in the home region and one on the use of fossil fuel extracted in the foreign

region. These taxes differ according to the emission intensity of the fossil fuels. As

long as CO2 accumulates the CO2 taxes increase. They definitely decrease as soon as

renewables take over in both countries. This may complicate the analysis considerably.

For example, it may be optimal to ban fossil fuel for a while and use only renewables,

but start using fossil fuel again after some time. These complicated patterns of resource

usage are ruled out if marginal damage functions are constant and equal across regions:

C ′(S1 + S2) = C∗′(S1 + S2) = ν. In this case the first-best tax rates are of the following

simple form:

τx = τ ∗x = αψ
2ν

ρ
+ (1− α)ψ

2ν

ρ+ δ
, (19)

τy = τ ∗y = αψ∗
2ν

ρ
+ (1− α)ψ∗

2ν

ρ+ δ
. (20)

We have assumed that both resources are non-renewable; if used, their shadow prices

are non-zero. Moreover, these shadow prices will typically differ. This and the linearity of

the model also implies that there is never simultaneous use of two or more types of energy.

Finally, the necessary conditions indicate that no subsidy on renewables is required to

implement the first-best outcome.

2.3 Market Equilibrium

We next consider the market economy where both types of fossil fuel are traded on a world

market. It is important to note that pollution taxes are only levied on consumers. Fossil
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fuel producers are supplying energy on the world market where the prices are px and py

for fossil fuel from the home and the foreign region respectively. We assume that fossil

fuel of the home region is more expensive to extract.

Assumption 1. cx > c∗y

In the entire analysis that follows, we restrict ourselves to cases where pollution taxes

are not too high and renewable cost is not too low, such that both the low and the high

cost fossil fuels are supplied and demanded in equilibrium for some period of time in both

regions.

According to the Herfindahl rule, first only the foreign fossil fuel, then only the home

fossil fuel is supplied. Producers of the home region’s fossil fuel maximize profits taking

the world maket price of their fossil fuel px as given. They also use a common world

market interest rate that is assumed to equal the rate of time preference ρ. This yields

Hotelling’s rule: there exists a constant λx such that

px = cx + eρtλx. (21)

Similarly,

py = c∗y + eρtλ∗y. (22)

Here we have assumed that the fossil fuel producers use a common discount rate equal

to the rate of time preference. Consumers are confronted with the world market price of

fossil fuel as well as with potentially differentiated emission taxes. Utility maximization

then yields

U ′(xc) = px + τx, if xc > 0, (23)

U ′(yc) = py + τy, if yc > 0, (24)

U ′(zc) = b, if zc > 0. (25)

Similarly,

U∗′(x∗c) = px + τ ∗x , if x∗c > 0, (26)

U∗′(y∗c ) = py + τ ∗y , if y∗c > 0, (27)

U
∗′(z∗c ) = b∗, if z∗c > 0. (28)

The fact that there is never simultaneous supply of the two types of fossil fuel, together

with the fact that the two regions cover the entire world and thereby all supply of fossil

fuel, has an interesting consequence for the optimal tax rates in a decentralized general
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equilibrium. To see this, let the shadow prices λx and λ∗y be given and positive. Then T1,

the moment of the transition from cheap fossil fuel to expensive fossil fuel, is determined

by

px(T1) = cx + eρT1λx = py(T1) = c∗y + eρT1λ∗y. (29)

In order to have an equilibrium, all demand for cheap oil should be concentrated before

T1, and demand for expensive fossil fuel is exerted only after T1. This implies from (23)

and (24) that such an equilibrium only exists if τx = τy and similarly τ ∗x = τ ∗y . This is

in contrast to the findings of Fischer and Salant (2013) who obtain different switching

times from the low to the high cost non-renewable resource. They distinguish between a

regulated and an unregulated region which are able to purchase oil from a low and a high

cost pool on separated markets. Thus, they do not seem to model a global market where

the non-renewable resources are competitively supplied.

How is then the optimal uniform tax determined? For every given set of price paths

px(t), py(t) and demand patterns for the foreign region x∗c(t), y
∗
c (t), the home region can

determine the demand by the home consumers for any tax rate τ from (23) and (24).

Then also total damages are known and the country can determine the optimal tax. An

equilibrium exists if all markets clear. In Section 2.5 we will provide some numerical

examples of an endogenous optimal tax rate. Figure 1 shows a typical equilibrium, where

first the cheap fossil fuel, then the expensive fossil fuel is extracted. Upon exhaustion of

the fossil fuel, the regions start using renewables, possibly at different points in time. Here

T1 is the moment of transition from cheap to expensive fossil fuel. At T2 the home region

switches to renewables. The foreign region does so at T ∗2 . In the figure T2 < T ∗2 because

b∗ > b.

2.4 Exogenous Climate Policies

We begin the climate policy analysis by considering the effects of exogenous carbon tax-

ation and backstop subsidy changes. In particular, we assume that the foreign region

does not implement any environmental policy. Potential reasons for this environmental

faineance encompass the region’s lack of care about climate change, lobbying on the part

of the fossil fuel producers, or other political economy considerations. Moreover, we take

the tax rate and backstop subsidy imposed by the home region as exogenous. Hence,

these policies are not necessarily optimal. Optimal taxation and subsidy in the absence

of climate policies in the foreign region are considered in the next section.

In the sequel, we employ graphs to illustrate our theoretical findings. For these examples,
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we need to specify functional forms for the regions’ utilities and damage functions. For the

construction of the graphs we use log-utility. In our baseline case, we set the social discount

rate ρ equal to the exogeneously given interest rate r and assume them to be ρ = r = 0.05.

The extraction costs amount to c∗y = 10, cx = 20 and the backstop production costs to

b = 45 and b∗ = 50. In order to concentrate on the policy effects, we assume no difference

in the emission factors, i.e. ψ = ψ∗. The climate policies initially in place are a carbon tax

τ = 5 and a renewables subsidy σ = 5. Both are assumed constant over time. No policy

is implemented in the foreign region. Since the theoretical effects vary with the relative

abundance of the two resource stocks, the initial endowments in Y ∗0 and X0 differ in the

figures. The parameter values are summarized in Table 1 in the Appendix B.3
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Figure 1: Equilibrium paths of the producer, consumer and world market prices in the home
and foreign region.

Thus, the taxes and other parameters of the model are such that we obtain an equilibrium

as depicted in Figure 1. As the tax in our example is not prohibitively high, both the

cheap and the expensive fossil fuel are used. The questions we address in this section

refer to the appearance of a Green Paradox. In particular we are interested in knowing

whether a subsidy on the production cost of renewables in the home region will enhance

extraction of the foreign fossil fuel, so that the emissions initially increase. Moreover, we

wish to analyze the climate effect of a higher tax in the home region. Both questions are

3 The parameter values in this section are arbitrary to a large degree. In contrast, in Section 3 we will
employ calibrated parameter values.
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relatively easy to answer by inspection of Figure 1.

Suppose the already existing renewables subsidy is increased in the home region, while the

carbon tax is unchanged. The subsidy is marginal, so that all fossil fuel from both regions

is still used up in equilibrium. If the shadow price λ∗y would increase in response to the

policy, the initial consumer prices in the home as well as in the foreign region would rise.

Hence, it would take longer to deplete the cheap resource (T1 goes up). Consequently,

also the shadow price of the expensive fossil fuel stock would have to increase which would

result in excess supply of the expensive fossil fuel due to lower demand until the price path

reaches the renewables prices. This, however, is incompatible with the fact that all fossil

fuel should be exhausted. Also in case of no changes in the shadow price, with a subsidy

in place, the resource producers are faced with an unchanged demand of the foreign region

and a lower demand from the home region as the backstop becomes competitive earlier.

In order to match supply and demand, the shadow prices must go down. More cheap oil

is on the market initially and the stock is exhausted sooner. Due to the lower backstop

price, the home region switches earlier to the renewable resource. More of the high cost

resource is left for the foreign region which prolongs its transition to the renewable energy,

given that the cost of the backstop production in the foreign region stays unchanged, as

can be seen in Figure 2.

Proposition 1. Let the carbon tax rate in the home region be given. Suppose that all fossil

fuel is used up in an equilibrium. If the home renewables technology receives a subsidy,

the initial extraction of the cheap fossil fuel increases. For the home region the transition

to renewables occurs earlier, whereas the non-renewable resource usage period is extended

for the foreign country.

Next, we consider an exogenous increase in the carbon tax imposed by the home region and

investigate what happens in the equilibrium. First, note that an increase in τ affects both

the low and high extraction cost resource shadow prices. The reason is that a higher tax in

the home region decreases its non-renewable resource demand by increasing the resource

consumer price, whereas the demand in the foreign region stays unaffected. Suppose the

shadow prices λ∗y and λx do not change or even increase as a response to a rise in τ . Then

the result would be excess supply of both the low and the high cost fossil fuel resources.

The only possibility to match supply and demand is a lower consumer price. With taxes

and extraction costs being exogenous for them, the producers accept lower resource rents

in equilibrium, i.e.
dλ∗y
dτ

< 0 and dλx
dτ

< 0.4

4 We make use of the equilibrium conditions (A.1) to (A.6), stating that total resource demand needs
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Figure 2: Resource extraction paths before and after the increase in the home region’s subsidy,
X0 = 1, Y ∗0 = 3, N and N∗ denoting the new switching points after the policy change.

A change in the tax affects the switching points. The foreign region faces a lower price

path as a consequence of the decrease in the shadow prices. Due to this lower price path

it takes longer for the foreign country to attain its renewable resource price b∗. Hence,

similar to Hoel (2011), we find that the overall usage time of the expensive non-renewable

resource is prolonged as a consequence of increased carbon taxation:
dT ∗

2

dτ
> 0.

Whereas this tax effect on T ∗2 has an unambiguous sign, the home region’s transition

to the renewable resource can be accelerated or delayed. In the case X0 is relatively scarce

and the high cost extraction period is short, we find dT2
dτ

< 0. In the opposite case, with

X0 being relatively abundant and the extraction period being long, dT2
dτ

> 0, as can be

seen in Figure 3. The consumer price is then low enough at the beginning of the usage

period of the high extraction cost resource for the increased tax to flatten the consumer

price path. The resource use is shifted from the present to the future and climate costs

are leveled out even more. This is good news regarding the Green Paradox and stands in

contrast to the findings of Fischer and Salant (2013) who find that an increase in carbon

taxation shortens the high extraction cost period for both countries in their model. This

to match the non-renewable resource stock, and the continuity of the resource price path in order to

obtain analytical results of the direction of change of our variables of interest. For
dλ∗

y

dτ < 0 and dλx

dτ < 0,
see equations (A.14) and (A.15) in Appendix A.1.
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Figure 3: Resource extraction paths before and after the increase in the home region’s tax rate,
X0 = 4, Y ∗0 = 3.

is due to their assumption of decreasing backstop costs, which ensures that the high cost

resource is not fully exhausted and its Hotelling rent is zero.

Although intra-temporal leakage is implied by Figure 3 as higher non-renewable energy

consumption in the foreign region to a certain level offsets the climate effects of a higher

carbon tax in the home region, it does not entail higher short-run aggregate emissions.

No Green Paradox effect can be observed even in the case when the total resource usage

period for the home country is shortened, as Figure 4 indicates. The reason is that the

usage time of the low extraction cost resource is still prolonged for both regions. It is

hence the tax effect on the first switching point that matters for the occurrence of the

Green Paradox.

In contrast to the case of the backstop subsidy, the effects of a tax increase on the

transition from the cheap to the expensive fossil fuel are ambiguous; the switch can occur

sooner or later as a response to a rise in τ . However, the conditions for dT1
dτ

< 0 are rather

restrictive. A Green Paradox can only occur if the low cost resource extraction period is

relatively long, i.e. if Y ∗0 is relatively abundant, but the home region’s switching point to

the backstop, T2, also occurs very soon. Furthermore, the home region’s non-renewables

demand at the switching point to the backstop has to be much higher than the demand
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Figure 4: Total resource extraction paths before and after the increase in the home region’s
tax rate, X0 = 3, Y ∗0 = 4: no Green Paradox.

of the foreign region due to already present higher subsidies or carbon taxes.5 When are

these conditions fulfilled? Let us suppose the home region has both a tax and a high

backstop subsidy in place. With a large foreign stock and a relatively small resource stock

in the home region this results in a long usage period of the low cost resource, whereas the

high cost resource is used only shortly, especially in the home region. As a consequence of

a small tax increase the home region almost ceases to use the high cost resource, whereas

its demand of the low cost resource is not dramatically affected. Then we might have

that
dλ∗y
dτ

< dλx
dτ

which is a necessary and suffcient condition for dT1
dτ

< 0.6 The intuition

is that the producers in the home region are faced with a decrease of the home region’s

demand to almost no demand for the high cost resource and thus have to accept a lower

resource rent in equilibrium. This ensures that the foreign country’s demand is sufficiently

stimulated in order to to make up for the demand loss from the home region. Yet, such

a situation is prone to arise only for extreme parameter values. This is reflected in our

numerical exercises: the low extraction cost resource usage phase is mostly prolonged or

T1 stays unchanged at best. Thus, in contrast to Hoel (2011), we find that a (strong)

Green Paradox need not occur even if the carbon tax is increased in the country that

initially has the lowest tax.

5 See also equation (A.7) in the Appendix A.1.
6This can be seen already in equation (29): if T1 is to decrease, (λ∗y−λx) needs to go up as a consequence

of the tax increase such that, (λ∗y − λx)erT1 = cx − cy > 0 is still satisfied.
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Proposition 2. An increase in the carbon tax of one country results in a Green Paradox

outcome only if dλx
dτ

>
dλ∗y
dτ

. This is solely the case for parameter values which are such that

the home region’s high cost resource demand phase is relatively short and the switch to the

backstop resource occurs relatively early. Typically, however, the usage period of the low

extraction cost resource is prolonged and no Green Paradox occurs. The non-renewable

resource usage phase in the foreign region and hence the overall carbon resource usage

period are unambigously prolonged. This is also the case for the home region if the high

cost resource is relatively abundant and vice versa.

Proof. See Appendix A.1, equations (A.16) and (A.17), and the reasoning and numerical

example in Appendix A.2.

The preceding analysis has shown that the effects of climate policies vary between one- and

multiple region settings and affect both the regions’ switching times and the producers’

resource rents. So far we considered only exogenous climate policies as it is impossible

to find analytical solutions for the endogenous tax rate or backstop subsidy of the home

region. In the next section we give some numerical examples of optimal climate policies

in order to unravel some mechanisms that are at play when optimally setting the home

region’s tax rate and backstop subsidy.

2.5 Endogenous Climate Policies and Welfare Effects

Consumers maximize utility subject to a budget constraint. The world market price for

the home and the foreign region’s fossil fuel equals px = cx + eρtλx and py = c∗y + eρtλ∗y

respectively. These prices are given to all consumers. We assume that the foreign country

neither does levy a carbon tax nor does it subsidize renewables. The taxes in the home

country are τx and τy, whereas the renewables subsidy is σ. As in the previous section we

suppose that these taxes and subsidy are constant over time.

In this decentralized setting, the regions optimize different welfare functions than the

one depicted in (1) as each region accounts only for the climate costs it itself incurs, and

its terms of trade position. The regions maximize the following problems:

W =

∫ ∞
0

e−ρt{U(xc + yc + zc)− cx(xc + x∗c) + pxx
∗
c − pyyc − (b− σ)zc − σzc}dt−G,

(30)

W ∗ =

∫ ∞
0

e−ρt{U∗(x∗c + y∗c + z∗c )− pxx∗c − c∗y(yc + y∗c ) + pyyc − b∗z∗c}dt−G∗, (31)

where the sum of G and G∗ equals the total climate costs, with

G = G∗ =

(
α

ρ
+

(1− α)

ρ+ δ

)
ν

∫ ∞
0

e−ρt (ψ(xc + x∗c) + ψ∗(yc + y∗c )) dt. (32)
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Although both regions are equally affected by the climate costs, we assume that the

foreign country does not account for green welfare. It neglects the existence of climate

costs and hence we take G∗ = 0 in its welfare optimization problem in equation (31).

Note that the home (foreign) region’s welfare also depends on the amount and price

of the resources that the home (foreign) region exports to and imports from the foreign

(home) region:

Definition 1. The terms-of-trade effect for the home region denotes the region’s dis-

counted non-renewable resource trade balance, i.e. the terms (pcx
∗
c − pyyc) in equation

(30). During the usage phase of the low cost resource, the effect is determined by the

region’s expenses for the non-renewable resource, pyyc. During the usage phase of the

high cost resource, the profit that the home region obtains from its resource exports to the

foreign region, (px − cx)x∗c, contributes to the terms-of-trade effect.

For the foreign region, the terms-of-trade effect is determined by its resource exports

(py−c∗y)yc during the low cost resource usage phase, and by its imports of the non-renewable

resource during the usage phase of the high cost resource, i.e. pxx
∗
c in equation (31).

In the numerical example that follows, we assume the social cost of carbon to be equal

to 5 and take the total climate costs to be the sum of G and G∗ from equation (32), i.e.

equal to the social cost of carbon times the discounted sum of resources extracted.7 This

implies that the first-best tax rates in equations (19) and (20) would be both equal to 5

in our example.

The changes in the regions’ total welfare comprise three components: the changes in

utility minus extraction costs, the changes in the terms-of-trade and the changes in the

climate costs. We subsume the two former as changes in the regions’ “non-green welfare”,

whereas the changes in the climate costs are referred to as changes in “green welfare”. Our

numerical simulations indicate that an increase in the carbon tax can benefit the home

region not only in terms of increased green welfare, but also with regard to its terms-of-

trade. A higher tax in the home region lowers its demand for the resource imports from

the foreign region, while increasing benefits from non-renewable resource exports to the

foreign region after an earlier switch of the home region to renewables consumption. On

the other hand, the foreign region’s welfare deteriorates with increasing taxation in the

home region, as can be seen in our numerical example in Figure 5.8 Yet, this positive

terms-of-trade effect in the home region might not dominate for all possible tax rates. At

one point, it might be outweighed by the utility loss from decreased resource consumption

7 This value of the SCC is arbitrary; yet, since we do not compare inter-regional welfare, it does not
matter. For intra-regional welfare comparison it is also irrelevant as it is just a scaling parameter. In
contrast to the numerical exercises of Sections 2.4 and 2.5, we use a social cost of carbon estimate which
corresponds to 30 $ per ton of carbon which is in line with Nordhaus (2008) in the calibration.

8As the foreign region perceives G∗ = 0, its “total welfare” consists only of non-green welfare.
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Figure 5: Welfare in the home and the foreign region as a function of different carbon tax rates
in the home region.

in the home region. This is the case in our numerical example underlying Figure 6 where

we depict the green and non-green components of the home region’s welfare as a function

of different taxation rates.

In this numerical example, the tax rate which maximizes total welfare in Figure 5 is at the

same time the tax rate maximizing non-green welfare, as can be seen in Figure 6. Green

welfare is increasing in the tax rate, but not always high enough as to make up for the

utility loss due to the distortion of the tax. This is a special case and purely due to the

chosen parameter values. In this case the optimal tax rate might also not change if one

kind of the fossil fuels was more polluting than the other. The reason is that a higher

emission factor indeed increases the overall climate costs, but it does so uniformly for all

tax rates. It still holds that climate costs are decreasing with increasing taxation. Unless

the decrase in climate costs is not very substantial for high tax rates, the optimal tax is

determined by its effects on non-green welfare.

The resulting endogenous tax can thus be higher or lower than the first-best tax rate.

In this numerical example it is higher than the first-best tax which is equal to the social

cost of carbon, i.e. equal to 5. Let us now vary the size of the resource stocks. If the

resource stocks are small, resource prices are high and resource demand is low. Then a

carbon tax additionally dampens resource demand and hence decreases the utility derived

from resource consumption. If this utility loss cannot be offset by a positive terms-of-trade
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Figure 6: Green and non-green welfare components in the home region as a function of carbon
tax rates.

effect, the home region’s non-green welfare decreases for all feasible tax rates. In this case

the endogenous tax rate has to be such as to balance the welfare loss from decreased

consumption and the benefit from increased green welfare. Also in this case the resulting

tax rate might be higher or lower than in the first-best.9 For large fossil fuel stocks, in

contrast, utility loss from taxation can be offset by the terms-of-trade effect in the home

region. Then also non-green welfare is increasing for all feasible values of the tax and

the home region has an incentive to set the carbon tax as high as possible such that the

resulting endogenous tax is surely higher than in the first-best.10

An optimal subsidy can be found numerically in a similar way. The effect of the subsidy on

the non-green welfare of the home region is twofold: on the one hand it increases (initial)

resource consumption and hence welfare by reducing the consumer price of the resource.

Also, the period when the home region is net importer of the resource is shortened. On

the other hand, with a backstop subsidy, the renewable resource demand of the home

region is distorted as the costs of financing the backstop are not taken into account in the

consumption decision. Those direct costs reduce welfare after the home region has already

9For X0 = 8 and Y ∗0 = 2 we find that taxes decrease non-green welfare, i.e. the home region with the
more abundant resource stock looses from the tax introduction. The resulting optimal tax rate equals
τ = 2 and balances out the losses from non-green welfare and green welfare gains and is thus lower than
the Pigouvian tax rate amounting to 5 in our example.

10It is easy to find numerical examples for this case if one has large initial resource stocks.
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switched to the renewable energy usage. Disregarding corner solutions, i.e. when the

positive (negative) effect of a subsidy is dominating throughout the spectrum of possible

subsidy levels, implying that the optimal subsidy should be as high as possible (zero), a

possible intermediate welfare path looks similar to the one in Figure 6.11 Also the foreign

region’s welfare is downward sloping in the subsidy rate: a higher subsidy reduces the

low extraction cost resource rent and prolongs the period when the foreign country is net

importer of the high cost resource.

Climate costs, however, are most likely to rise. Thus, the green welfare in Figure 6

would be downward sloping in increasing subsidy levels. Using Gerlagh’s (2011) termi-

nology and defining a situation where climate policies increase the short-run emissions as

a weak Green Paradox, whereas denoting a strong Green Paradox as a situation where

climate policies result in a rise of total climate costs, we conclude that in our numerical

simulations higher subsidies result in a strong Green Paradox.

It is not easy to answer the question about the choice of the optimal policy instrument

as the climate policies have differential effects on the different components of welfare.

Whereas taxes unambigously reduce climate costs, backstop subsidies might be more effi-

cient in bringing about favourable terms-of-trade changes and hence outweigh the negative

effects on green welfare. It is not possible to give a definite answer for all potential param-

eter values, though, for a given level of non-green welfare in our numerical exercises, green

welfare and thus total welfare is higher in a carbon tax regime than in a corresponding

backstop subsidy regime. In the calibration of Section 3, we will restrict the parameter

space and hence the analysis to realistic parameter values and we will be able to answer

the question about optimal policy instruments.

The reason for this differential effect of a tax on green welfare and overall welfare are the

terms-of-trade effects which also depend on the impact of the tax on switching times. This

signifies that countries might have incentives to introduce climate policies even without

explicitly caring for green welfare. In the numerical example underlying Figure 6, the

home region’s welfare is enhanced by raising its carbon tax for a certain range of carbon

tax levels, even if the country does not take climate costs into account. This might have

important implications for the introduction and design of climate policies: the political

feasibility of such policies might be enhanced in the presence of an electorate with little

green welfare concerns. On the other hand, inefficient ‘climate’ policies might be chosen

over climate policies that actually benefit the climate in order to boost non-green welfare.

11 Non-green welfare is more likely to rise for higher subsidy levels of the home region if both resource
stocks are large and thus the non-renewable resource usage period is relatively long. Due to the discounting
the increase in the direct costs caused by the rise in the subsidy, i.e. −σzc in equation (30), is less likely
to outweigh the utility increase.
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Also, knowing about incentives to use ‘climate policies’ in order to improve a country’s

terms-of-trade might shed a different light on unilateral climate actions. In our calibration

exercise in the following Section 3 we assess the (non-)climate-related incentives to employ

climate policies that the home region has in the real world.

3 Calibration and Welfare Analysis

3.1 Calibration

For the numerical simulations we subsume the OPEC countries as ‘the foreign region’,

whereas the OECD countries together with India and China constitute ‘the home region’.12

We use a discrete time version of the model presented above and time intervals of 5 years.

The pure rate of time preference ρ is set as high as 10% per decade (Rezai, van der Ploeg,

and Withagen, 2012) which corresponds to 4.88% per 5 years (we employ an interest rate

of 5% in the calibrations).13 For simplicity, the exogenous world interest rate is set to

the same level, i.e. ρ = r. We use isoelastic utilities of the form U = (xc+yc+zc)1−γ−1
1−γ and

set the rate of intertemporal substitution at 1/2, thus γ = 2 (Rezai, van der Ploeg, and

Withagen, 2012).14

Following Rezai, van der Ploeg, and Withagen (2012), we assume that there are 1000

parts per million by volume of CO2 (ppmv) in situ, stemming from carbon-based energy

sources which are cheap to extract, hence Y ∗0 = 1000 ppmv. This amount is equivalent to

2130 gigaton carbon (GtC) as 2.13 GtC are equivalent to 1 ppmv. It is hard to estimate

stocks of carbon-based energy sources. While Rezai, van der Ploeg, and Withagen (2012)

assume an initial carbon stock of 2000 ppmv, van der Ploeg (2013) estimates the current

fossil fuel reserves to be 3 trillion tons of carbon which correspond to 1408.45 ppmv of

CO2. We take a compromise path and assume the total initial stock of carbon to be 1500

ppmv. Thus, the home region disposes of X0 = 500 ppmv.

In the calibration we interpret both the low and the high cost resource as oil; thus,

while the fossil fuels differ in extraction costs, their emission factors are equal. As in Rezai,

van der Ploeg, and Withagen (2012), the low extraction costs are calibrated to give 5 $
per barrel for onshore oil initially. A barrel of oil is taken to be equivalent to 1/10 ton of

carbon. We express prices in $ trillion per ppmv (Rezai, van der Ploeg, and Withagen,

12This country selection leaves out many important countries such as Russia and Brazil. Yet, as the
idea is to include the biggest fossil fuel consumers and the largest fossil fuel producers, we only account
for countries whose carbon emissions are substantial.

13 The calibration parameters are summarized in Table 2 in Appendix B.
14 The functional form of the utility is depicted in equation B.1 in Appendix B. A positive change in γ

results in higher resource consumption and thus in faster exhaustion of the non-renewable resource. Yet,
numerical analyses suggest that the equilibrium properties such as the order of switching, do not change
with γ, given that an equilibrium with two switching points for both countries exists.
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2012). Thus, we calculate the extraction costs of the low-cost resource at c∗y = 0.1065 $
trillion per ppmv. According to the IEA (2008) the extraction cost of oil will quadruple

if another 500 ppmv are extracted. Since we consider only constant marginal extraction

costs in our paper, this cost increase is taken up by the higher extraction costs in the home

region. Thus, after the extraction of the 1000 ppmv of the low-cost resource, we assume

an octuple increase in extraction costs for the last 500 ppmv, i.e. cx = 0.852 $ trillion per

ppmv.

The production price of renewables is even harder to calculate. In the estimation of

the production price we follow van der Ploeg (2013) and suppose that the renewables’ cost

is 1.5 times the extraction cost of the high cost resource.15 Hence, we set b = 1.278 $
trillion per unit of renewable energy that corresponds to 1 unit of ppmv with respect to its

energy content. Given the fact that our renewable energy production cost depends on the

high extraction cost of the non-renewable resource and in reality is prone to decrease over

time (due to e.g. technological improvements), this estimation of the renewable resource

production cost is very crude. Yet, as argued before, this simplification can be defended

for the purposes of this paper. We reasoned above that the production cost of the backstop

technology is higher in the foreign region. Hence, we set b∗ = 1.6614 which corresponds

to 30% higher costs than in the home region.

For the climate costs we refer to Nordhaus (2008) who estimates the SCC to be ap-

proximately 30 $ per ton of carbon for his standard set of assumptions. Thus, for 1 ppmv

of CO2 this amounts to a social cost of carbon of 2ν
(
α
ρ

+ 1−α
ρ+δ

)
= 0.0639 $ trillion.16

Nordhaus’ estimates are located at the lower range of the social cost estimates in the

literature. Thus, our SCC estimate is rather conservative.

We calibrate the model in order to obtain 110395 million tons of carbon which cor-

respond to the amount of carbon emitted by the OECD countries, India, China and the

OPEC countries during the 5 year period 2006-2010. OPEC’s emissions are calibrated

to equal 8095 millions tons of carbon, whereas the emissions of the OECD countries to-

gether with India and China account to 102300 millions tons of carbon (IEA, 2008). Thus,

y∗c (0) = 3.8 ppmv and yc(0) = 48.028 ppmv. In the sequel we denote the home region as

‘climate coalition’. The reason for this naming will become clear in the next section.

3.2 Unilateral Pigouvian Taxation and Backstop Subsidy

We start our analysis by investigating the effects of a carbon tax introduction in the cli-

mate coalition relative to the baseline of no climate policies at all. With no climate policies

in place, the switching points are T1 = T ∗1 = 120, T2 = 205 and T ∗2 = 270. Thus, in the

15 In van der Ploeg (2013) the renewables cost was assumed to be 1.5 times the current market price
of fossil fuels.

16 The costs of 1 ppmv are 109 ∗ 2.13 ∗ 30$. Furthermore, we assume ψ = ψ∗ = 1.
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case of no regulation, the home region switches to using the backstop technology in the

year 2211, whereas the foreign region does so only by the year 2276.17 This is a late tran-

sition to renewable energy as compared to van der Ploeg and Rezai (2013), for instance,

who estimate that the world switches to renewables in the year 2120 in their no-policy

scenario. There are two main reasons for our long fossil fuel usage phase: Firstly, contrary

to van der Ploeg and Rezai (2013), there is no possibility of economic exhaustion in our

model, i.e. all the fossil fuel which is in the crust of the earth is extracted eventually.18

Seconly, though the global primary energy consumption is expected to increase, we as-

sume stationary demand.19 We do this for simplicity as our aim is not to give an accurate

prediction of the world’s switching time to renewable energy usage, but to focus on the

occurrence of the Green Paradox and the region’s incentive structure for climate policies.

Let us suppose that the countries in the climate coalition agree to introduce the Pigouvian

tax rate of τ = 2ν
(
α
ρ

+ 1−α
ρ+δ

)
= 0.0639 $ trillion per ppmv. This unilateral policy change

results in a flattening out of the resource extraction paths; the new switching points are

now T1 = 130, T2 = 210 and T ∗2 = 295. As can be seen in Figure 7, no Green Paradox

occurs. The tax clearly benefits the climate; in our calibration, the discounted present

value of climate costs decreases from 46.9 $ trillion to 44.36 $ trillion.20 Our welfare

analysis shows that the climate coalition has incentives to introduce a tax even in the

absence of climate concerns. A carbon tax increases its non-green welfare as it reduces the

coalition’s very costly non-renewable resource demand in the low cost resource extraction

phase, where its resource consumption is satisfied by imports from the OPEC countries.

Furthermore, the climate coalition largely benefits from the long exporting phase to the

OPEC countries, after having switched to the backstop technology itself. Hence the name

‘climate coalition’: the implementation of climate policies is in this coalition’s interest as

both truly welfare improving and ‘green’ alternative to staying unregulated. Moreover,

the climate coalition has an incentive to raise the carbon tax above the Pigouvian level:

its non-green welfare is still (meaning starting from the Pigouvian level) increasing in

the carbon tax. On the other hand, OPEC’s welfare shrinks as its revenues from the

non-renewable resource export decrease.

Given the climate coalition’s unilateral climate policy, does OPEC have an incentive

17 We calibrate our model’s parameters to the cumulative emissions of the years 2006-2010; thus, we
take 2006 as our starting year.

18In contrast to the 1500 ppmv of fossil fuel which are extracted in our calibration, van der Ploeg and
Rezai (2013) consider an initial stock of fossil fuel equal to 1878 ppmv, whereas only 1178 ppmv are
extracted in their no-policy scenario.

19BP estimates in its Energy Outlook 2030 that the “World primary energy consumption is projected
to grow by 1.6% p.a. from 2011 to 2030, adding 36% to global consumption by 2030” (BP, 2013).

20 Climate costs are defined as before as G + G∗ in equation (32) with constant marginal damages
C ′ = C∗′ = v.
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Figure 7: Total resource usage in the cases of no climate policies and a Pigouvian tax in the
home country compared.

to also employ climate policies on its part? What could be a potential Nash equilibrium

outcome? Introducing a non-zero carbon tax also in the OPEC countries results in a

further decrease of total climate costs.21 In addition, the climate coalition profits from the

tax increase in the OPEC countries. Yet, the chances for a global carbon taxation scheme

to be set in place are very slim in case the OPEC countries do not expose direct climate

concerns. The adoption of a carbon tax by OPEC decreases its non-green welfare. On the

other hand, introducing a backstop subsidy in the OPEC countries in fact considerably

shortens the phase when they are dependent on high cost resource imports from the cli-

mate coalition. Yet, this is not enough to offset the loss in the resource rent and increase

OPEC’s welfare.

So far we have assumed that OPEC does not account for climate costs, i.e. its perceived

climate costs are G∗ = 0. What would happen if OPEC all of a sudden acknowledged its

actual climate costs?22 Even in this case the situation would not change: Whereas the

climate coalition always has an incentive to introduce carbon taxation, irrespective of the

existence of carbon taxation in the OPEC countries, the latter never have an incentive

to do so. The welfare losses due to unfavorable terms-of-trade effects outweigh the gains

from reduced climate costs for the OPEC countries in case OPEC unilaterally decides

21 Introducing a non-zero carbon tax in the climate coalition is, however, more effective than a tax in
the OPEC countries. The decrease in total climate costs naturally is higher for the same tax because
the total consumption of fossil fuels in the climate coalition exceeds the total consumption in the OPEC
countries multiple times.

22 According to our assumption the climate costs in both regions are equal.
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Figure 8: Aggregate Resource Usage in the Case of σ2 = 0.3 and No Climate Policies Compared.

to introduce carbon taxation or a backstop subsidy. Moreover, OPEC looses welfare in

case the climate coalition implements or increases its carbon tax; higher levels of green

welfare resulting from the carbon taxation cannot compensate the OPEC countries for

their terms-of-trade losses.23

Let us suppose now that carbon taxation is infeasible for the climate coalition for political

reasons. A backstop subsidy might seem as a viable alternative from a policy maker’s

point of view, although it always results in a Green Paradox as our analysis has shown. In

our calibration, however, the introduction of a backstop subsidy in the climate coalition

does not have large Green Paradox effects.24 The low extraction cost resource period is

hardly shortened as can be seen in Figure 8. In the figure, the first switching point is still

depicted at T1 = N1 = 120, whereas the climate coalition switches now at N2 = 195, and

the OPEC countries as late as at N∗2 = 385 to using the backstop technology. Though the

increase in initial emissions is very small, a strong Green Paradox occurs: the total climate

costs increase slightly from 46.9$ trillion to 47.01$ trillion as a result of the subsidy.

The introduction of a subsidy in the climate coalition benefits the coalition in pure

welfare terms. Though the low cost extraction phase where the country is an importer

23Surely, this result relies on our choice of the regions’ welfare functions. The welfare functions in (30)
and (31) are arbitrary to a certain extent as the levels of utility the countries derive from the (non-)
renewable resource usage can only be interpreted in an ordinal way, whereas the climate cost part of the
utility is expressed in quantifiable monetary units. Thus, all we can say is that countries might find it
suboptimal to introduce climate policies even when they account for green welfare.

24We employ a subsidy of σ = 0.3, but neither higher nor lower subsidies have significantly different
effects.
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of the non-renewable resource is not significantly shortened, the resource price is slightly

lower and the coalition can consume slightly more of the resource, whereas the phase when

it is a resource exporter is prolonged. On the other hand, the terms-of-trade of the OPEC

worsen.

What might be the appropriate answer of the OPEC countries to the climate coalition’s

policy? Given a positive backstop subsidy in the climate coalition, OPEC now does have

an incentive to raise its own subsidy, even when caring only about non-green welfare. Total

climate costs are prone to increase even more, but OPEC’s non-green welfare increases as

it switches earlier to the backstop resource as well, whereas the climate coalition looses

its favorable terms-of-trade position. Yet, such a policy is suboptimal with regard to the

climate. Thus, levying a positive carbon tax is a more climate-friendly choice for OPEC in

response to a positive backstop subsidy in the climate coalition. This also results in higher

non-green welfare for the OPEC countries and lower total climate costs. Also, once OPEC

installs a positive tax τ ∗, its welfare increases with the carbon tax. It is thus optimal for

the OPEC countries to levy high carbon taxes as a response to the backstop subsidy of

the climate coalition.

Do the OPEC countries have the same incentives as the climate coalition to unilat-

erally introduce a positive backstop subsidy in the first place if they do not perceive the

climate costs? Our calibration exercise negates this. Employing σ∗ > 0 when σ = 0 re-

sults in lower welfare for OPEC, whereas the welfare level of the climate coalition increases.

Our calibration exercise has shown that it is beneficial for the largest fossil fuel using

regions to form a ‘climate coalition’ and to unilaterally introduce climate policies, even

if real climate concerns would be absent. The results of such climate policies are large

gains in the terms-of-trade position of the coalition with respect to the non-renewable

energy producers, the OPEC countries, and - in the case of a carbon tax - a significant

reduction of climate costs. Yet, as further analysis reveals, the first-best climate policy,

i.e. a world-wide carbon tax, does not seem attainable as the OPEC countries have no

incentives to follow the climate coalition in introducing a carbon tax.

The last insight raises the question whether a unilateral carbon tax is the best feasible

policy for the climate coalition and from a global environmental perspective. It might be

better to introduce a backstop subsidy and thus trigger a policy response from the OPEC

countries, ‘nudging’ them to take climate action. So if the climate coalition cares about

green welfare, it will choose only a small backstop subsidy in the hope that the OPEC

opts for a tax response. The numerical analysis shows that this is indeed the case: it

is more profitable for OPEC to levy a carbon tax in this situation than to introduce a

backstop subsidy itself.25 Yet, as the coalition is much better off in pure welfare terms

25 The backstop subsidy considered in the numerical analysis equals σ = 0.05, whereas the maximum
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and the climate costs are significantly lower in the case of unilateral carbon taxation, this

policy choice seems to be the best feasible course of action for the climate coalition.

The assumptions underlying the calibration are clearly simplifications. For a ‘climate

coalition’ to exist the OECD countries together with India and China needed to form

not only a political (with respect to climate change policies), but also, as prerequisite for

common climate policies, an economic coalition. Alternatively, the different impacts of this

coalition’s unilateral climate policy on the coalition’s member countries would need to be

offset by transfer payments within the coalition. This kind of coordination in international

climate agreements has not been proved to be successful so far.

Yet, the calibration suggests that unilateral action taken by this group of countries

such as the introduction of carbon taxation is desirable from their point of view as a

self-interested coalition, and from the global environmentally concerned perspective. This

result emphasizes the importance of the energy market channel of intertemporal leakage.

In the partial equilibrium setting, carbon leakage is induced by the market channel (van der

Werf and DiMaria, 2012) and incentivized by a ‘terms-of-trade channel’. Usually a terms-

of-trade channel of carbon leakage relates to the change in relative prices for non-energy

goods if climate policies are introduced (van der Werf and DiMaria, 2012). Considering a

global resource market with resources that are spatially separated and differ in extraction

costs, terms-of-trade issues arise also in the energy market itself. The antecedent analysis

highlights the incentives stemming from energy market changes induced by climate policy

which result in welfare changes. This angle reveals which policies are ‘desirable’, i.e.

compatible with the coalitions’ self-interest, and thus have a chance of being implemented

in the first place.

Hence, to answer the initial question about the optimal climate policy instrument, we

state that both from a coalition’s self-interested non-green and a global environmental

point of view, unilateral carbon taxation in the countries of the climate coalition seems to

be the optimal policy choice.

4 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we highlight the importance of analyzing the effects of unilateral climate

policies in a world of heterogeneous regions, which differ in characteristics such as non-

renewable resource extraction costs and emission factors. Using a two-region partial equi-

librium framework of resource extraction, we show that the introduction of carbon taxation

subsidy and tax rate which still sustain an equilibrium where both countries use both the low and high
cost resources are σ∗ = 0.2 and τ∗ = 0.25. OPEC’s welfare in case of taxation amounted to 259.95,
whereas the welfare in case of subsidy accounted for 256. With no policies in place, OPEC’s welfare adds
up to 251.45.
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in one region rarely results in a Green Paradox, whereas a higher subsidy does lead to

higher initial emissions. In a numerical analysis of endogenous optimal taxation and sub-

sidy we assess the differential impact of climate policies on green and non-green welfare in

both regions. We show that, in some cases, the policies are set to maximize only non-green

welfare and thus do not necessarily coincide with the first-best policy levels.

We calibrate the model and differentiate between a ‘climate coalition’ formed by the

world’s largest fossil fuel users, and the OPEC countries. We find that the climate coalition

has non-green incentives to introduce carbon taxation as this improves its terms-of-trade

position. Furthermore, climate costs are significantly reduced. A global carbon taxation

scheme, however, is not very probable as the OPEC countries always loose from imple-

menting (unilateral) climate policies. Solely in the case the climate coalition installs a

backstop subsidy, the OPEC countries have the possibility to improve their terms-of-trade

by employing either a backstop subsidy themselves or a carbon tax which increases or de-

creases climate costs respectively. Yet, the welfare and climate cost analysis indicates that

unilateral carbon taxation by the climate coalition is the best feasible course of climate

action.

The study at hand has some limitations which stem from the simplifying assumptions made

in order to solve analytically for the direction of change of our Green Paradox variables of

interest such as constant marginal costs of resource extraction and backstop production.

Yet, we believe that we are able to distill the basic mechanisms of how unilateral policy

changes affect the global emissions path, to illustrate a full solution of the model by

providing numerical examples, and to discuss the global impacts of unilateral policies in

the real world. After unraveling the basic mechanisms at work in this simple framework,

possible extensions of the model are the introduction of stock-dependent extraction costs

which might differ spatially in their levels or the speed at which they increase. The

constancy of the production costs of the backstop technology could be abandoned as in

Fischer and Salant (2013), and the rate of costs evolution possibly endogenized. A next

step would be a general equilibrium model in a heterogeneous regions setting. Another

exciting direction of research is to concentrate on the (non-green) incentive structure of

the regions. Studying the incentives for the use of climate policies by different coalitions in

a game theoretic setting might provide us with a more complete picture of the climate and

welfare effects of ‘climate’ policies, taking into account the players’ interests and market

power.
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A Analysis

A.1 Carbon Taxation

In order to obtain analytical results, we make some simplifying assumptions. In particular,

we work with a demand function D(Q(t)), satisfying U ′(D(Q(t))) = Q(t), with Q(t) being

the consumer price of the resource or the substitute. Note that the demand functions Di

and D∗i , i = x, y can vary between the two regions. We also suppose that r = ρ, i.e. the

world market interest rate equals the rate of time preference as in Section 2.3.

With the possibility of different taxes τy, τx, τ
∗
y and τ ∗x the equilibrium is characterized

by six equations, comprising two stock conditions and four transition equations.∫ T ∗
1

0

D∗y(λ
∗
ye
rt + c∗y + τ ∗y )dt+

∫ T1

0

Dy(λ
∗
ye
rt + c∗y + τy)dt = Y ∗0 , (A.1)

λye
rT ∗

1 + c∗y + τ ∗y = λxe
rT ∗

1 + cx + τ ∗x , (A.2)

λ∗ye
rT1 + c∗y + τy = λxe

rT1 + cx + τx (A.3)∫ T ∗
2

T ∗
1

D∗x(λxe
rt + cx + τ ∗x)dt+

∫ T2

T1

Dx(λxe
rt + cx + τx)dt = X0, (A.4)

λxe
rT ∗

2 + cx + τ ∗x = b∗ − σ∗, (A.5)

λxe
rT2 + cx + τx = b− σ, (A.6)

Following Hoel (2011), we differentiate the equation system (A.1) to (A.5) which gives:
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M



dT ∗1

dT1

dλ∗y

dT ∗2

dT2

dλx
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−B∗y
−1

0

0

0

0
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−By

0

−1

0

0

0


dτy +



0
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0

−B∗x
−1

0
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0
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−Bx

0
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dτx

+



0

0

0

0

−1

0


dσ∗ +



0

0

0

0

0

−1


dσ, (A.7)

where

B∗y =

∫ T ∗
1

0

D∗′y (λ∗ye
rt + c∗y + τ ∗y )dt, By =

∫ T1

0

D′y(λ
∗
ye
rt + c∗y + τy)dt

and

B∗x =

∫ T ∗
2

T ∗
1

D∗′x (λxe
rt + cx + τ ∗x)dt, Bx =

∫ T2

T1

D′x(λxe
rt + cx + τx)dt

, and:
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Adjusting this general framework to our baseline case of no taxes and no subsidy in the

foreign country (τ ∗x = τ ∗y = σ∗ = 0), a uniform tax in the home country (τx = τy = τ > 0)

and a positive subsidies (σ > 0) we get

∫ T1

0

D∗(λ∗ye
rt + c∗y)dt+

∫ T1

0

D(λ∗ye
rt + c∗y + τy)dt = Y ∗0 , (A.9)

(total demand for cheap oil equals supply)

λ∗ye
rT1 + c∗y = λxe

rT1 + cx, (A.10)

( continuous world market price at transition)∫ T ∗
2

T1

D∗(λxe
rt + cx)dt+

∫ T2

T1

D(λxe
rt + cx + τ)dt = X0, (A.11)

(total demand for expensive oil equals supply)

λxe
rT ∗

2 + cx = b∗, (A.12)

(continuous consumer price at transition in foreign)

λxe
rT2 + cx + τ = b− σ, (A.13)

(continuous world market price at transition in home)

We have then 5 equations and 5 unknowns (λ∗y, λx, T1, T
∗
2 , T2). They all depend on the

tax τ . From these equations (A.9) to (A.13) we derive the direction of change of our Green

Paradox variables of interest.

The effect of an increased tax τ on the resource rents is:

dλ∗y
dτ

=
−Bx −By + Dx+D∗

x

λx
(λ∗y − λx) −By

Dy+D∗
y

+ Dx
rλxerT2

+Q(λ∗y − λx)r By
Dy+D∗

y

A+ D∗
x+Dx
λx

(
(λ∗y − λx) A

Dy+D∗
y

+ 1
)

+Q
(

(λ∗y − λx)r −A
Dy+D∗

y
+ 1
) (A.14)

dλx
dτ

=
−Bx +By

Dy+D∗
y

L
+ Dx

λxerT2

−(Dy +D∗y)
A
L
− Dx+D∗

x

λx
+Q

(A.15)

where:

By =

∫ T1

0

D′y(λ
∗
ye
rt+ c∗y + τ)dt < 0 (derivative of the demand function with respect to τ),

Bx =

∫ T2

T1

D′x(λxe
rt+cx+τ)dt < 0 (derivative of the demand function with respect to τ),
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A =

∫ T1

0

ertD′y(λ
∗
ye
rt + c∗y + τ)dt+

∫ T ∗
1

0

ertD∗′y (λ∗ye
rt + c∗y + τ ∗)dt < 0

(derivative of the demand function with respect to λ∗y),

Q =

∫ T2

T1

ertD′x(λxe
rt + cx + τ)dt+

∫ T ∗
2

T ∗
1

ertD∗′x (λxe
rt + cx + τ ∗)dt < 0

(derivative of the demand function with respect to λx),

L = A(λ∗y − λx)r − (Dy +D∗y) < 0,

and abbreviating Dy(λ
∗
ye
rT1 +c∗y+τ) with Dy, D

∗
y(λ
∗
ye
rT ∗

1 +c∗y+τ ∗) with D∗y, Dx(λxe
rT2 +

cx + τ) with Dx and Dx(λxe
rT ∗
x + cx + τ ∗) with D∗x.

Thus, both
dλ∗y
dτ

< 0 and dλx
dτ

< 0.

The effect of an increase in τ on the first switching point T1 equals:

dT1
dτ

=
−Bx − Dx+D∗

x

rλx

By
A

+ Dx
rλxerT2

+ QBy
A

−(Dy +D∗y)− Dx+D∗
x

rλx

(
(λ∗y − λx)r −

Dy+D∗
y

A

)
+Q

(
λ∗y − λx)r −

Dy+D∗
y

A

) , (A.16)

where:

M = Dy +D∗y,

Whereas the denominator is unambigously negative, the nominator is also negative but

for the first and second terms
(
−Bx + Dx

rλxerT2

)
> 0. Thus, in order to have dT1

τ
< 0 , it

needs to hold that: ∣∣∣∣−Bx +
Dx

erT2rλx

∣∣∣∣ > ∣∣∣∣−(Dx +D∗x)By

Arλx
+
QBy

A

∣∣∣∣ . (A.17)

The effect of an increase in τ on the second switching point of the home region is:

dT2
dτ

=
−Bx + (Dy +D∗y)

(
−By+e−rT2A

L

)
− D∗

x

erT2
+ Q

erT2

(Dy +D∗y)
rλxA
L

+Dx +D∗x −Qrλx
, (A.18)

with

L = Dy +D∗y − r(λ∗y − λx)A.

Whereas the denominator is unambigously positive, the sign of the nominator depends on

the parameter values.
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For dT2
dτ

> 0 it must hold that:∣∣∣∣−Bx + (Dy +D∗y)

(−By

L

)∣∣∣∣ > ∣∣∣∣−(Dy +Dy)

(
A

LerT2

)
− D∗x
erT2

+
Q

erT2

∣∣∣∣
The effect of an increase in τ on the second switching point of the foreign region is:

dT ∗2
dτ

=
−Bx −By

Dy+D∗
y

X
+

D∗
y

rλxerT2

−ArλxDy+D
∗
y

X
+Dx +D∗x −Qrλx

> 0, (A.19)

with:

X = Dy +D∗y − Ar(λ∗y − λx).

This expression is unambigously positive.

A.2 Intuition and Numerical Example for dT1
dτ < 0

Let us first elucidate the intuition of a fall in T1. Assuming that cx > cy, τ
∗
x = τ ∗y =

0, τx = τy = τ > 0, the conditions for an equilibrium are as in equations (A.9) to (A.13).

An increase in τ results in a decrease of both λx and λy in order for (A.9) and (A.11) to

be satisfied. If λ∗y is already very small due to a large Y ∗0 , it can hardly decrease after an

increase in τ . If T1 is to decrease, we have that (λ∗y−λx) needs to rise so that λ∗y decreases

by less than λx. This also implies that X0 is very small as the initial λx needs to be very

close to λ∗y in order to still have scope to decrease more.

Let us consider the same paramter values as in our graphical exercises in Section 2.4,

also summarized in Table 1 in the Appendix B. In our baseline case the home country

already has a carbon tax and a backstop subsidy in place, τ = σ = 5. The initial resource

stocks amount to Y ∗0 = 7.95 and X0 = 2.14. The regions switch from the low to the high

extraction cost resource at T1 = 21.52. The home region starts using renewables as soon

as T2 = 25.37, whereas the foreign region continues using the non-renewable resource until

T ∗2 = 33.68. A tax increase to τ = 7 results in a slight shortening of the usage period

of the low extraction cost resource to N1 = 21.39. The regions switch to the backstop

resource at N2 = 24.38 and N∗2 = 34.85.

B Numerical Analysis and Calibration

We assume the home (foreign) region’s utility function to be of a standard CRRA form:

A
(xc + yc + zc)

1−γ − 1

1− γ ,

(
A∗

(x∗c + y∗c + z∗c )
1−γ∗ − 1

1− γ∗
)
, (B.1)
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where A(A∗) is a scaling parameter. From the first order condition we know that the

home (foreign) region’s demand equals (with i = y, x):

Di(t) =

(
A

pi(t) + τ

) 1
γ

,

(
D∗i (t) =

(
A∗

pi(t) + τ ∗

) 1
γ∗
)

As noted above, we use logarithmic utility in most of the numerical exercises and set

γ = γ∗ = 1. Yet, the calibration requires us to use the flexibilities provided by the

functional forms we assumed. Table 2 summarizes the parameter values used.

Model’s Parameters

Social Discount Rate ρ 0.05
Coefficient of
Relative Risk Aversion γ(γ∗) 1 (1)
World Interest Rate r 0.05
Extraction Costs c∗y 10

cx 20
Backstop Production Costs b(b∗) 45(50)
Emission Factor ψ(ψ∗) 1(1)
Tax Rate EP τ 5
Subsidy EP σ 5

Social Cost of Carbon 2ν
(
α
ρ + 1−α

ρ+δ

)
5

Table 1: Parameter values for the numerical exercises.

Calibration Parameters

Social Discount Rate (5 Years) ρ 0.05
Coefficient of
Relative Risk Aversion γ(γ∗) 2
Scaling Parameter A∗ (λy + cy) ∗ 3.8γ

∗

A (λy + cy) ∗ 48.028γ

World Interest Rate r 0.05
Extraction Costs (in $trillion/ppmv) c∗y 0.1065

cx 0.852
Backstop Production Costs b(b∗) 1.278(1.6614)
Emission Factor ψ(ψ∗) 1(1)

Social Cost of Carbon 2ν
(
α
ρ + 1−α

ρ+δ

)
0.0639

Table 2: Parameter values for the calibration exercise.
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